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1.0. INTRODUCTION 
Frequently in the study of a language, a phonological form is encoun

tered which seems to express two (or · more) distinct meanings, and we are faced 
with a decision: (1) Are the two seemingly distinct meanings really extensions of the 
same basic ·meaning, the meaning of a single morpheme? or (2) are we dealing with two 
distinct morphemes which just happen to have the same phonological form; i.e., they are 
homonymous. As long as there . is only a single phonological form in question, it will be 
a difficult decision, which probably won't make much difference in any case. ·If there 
are two forms whose shared meaning covers the same range, homonymy becomes less, 
and a single basic ·meaning more, likely, If there are foor such forms, the argument for 
homonymy becomes extremely teµuous. 

In Tagalog the forms may and mayroan can mean 'to have' and 'there is/are'; these 
forms also appear in sentences whose English ·translations contain indefinite pronouns. 
The form walO can mean 'not to have' and 'there is/are no', and also appears in sentences 
whose English translations contain (negative) indefinite pronouns. The form marami, in 
addition to its basic meaning of 'many, much' , can also mean 'to have many/ much' and 
'there are many /is much'; this form also appears in sentences whose English translations 
contain an indefinite 'many things, many ones'. These four forms constitute what I call 
tile class of µistentials. 

Up to the present, the existentials have been treated as entering into three distinct 
types of construction, only one of which is called 'existential', the other two being 
'pc>ssessive' and 'indefinite'. In this paper I will present arguments to show that such a 
division is unjustified, . that there is a· single existential contruction in Tagalog, and that 
the differences in meaning constitute extensions of the same basic existential meaning. 

t.1.BACKGROUND 

In his A Grammar of the Tagalog Language (1925 : 133-4), Wake noted two 
meanings of may and !Val6. (1) 'The particle may and its negative waJQ are used to 
express the possession or non-possession of something indefinite.' Using my own exam-. 1 . ' ' ' ' ' 
pies: 

(1) May bisas tayo. ·we have rice.' 
(2) Wa:I~ tayong bigU. 'We have no rice.' 

(2) These particles are also used without subject to express 'there is', 'there is not '. 
Fot example: 

(3) May bigrls sa tindahan. 'There is rice at the store.' 
(4) Walang bigas sa tindtdran. 'There is.no rice at the store.' 

Blake treated mayro6n as may + dodn 'there', and he found corresponding forms *may-
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rt/nt, -,Myd/to, and ~tytfn. These forms are not confirmed by any of my informants, 
I 

nor do they appear in subsequent grammars. While it is probable that mayroon is histor-
ically may + doon. there seems to be no justification for such a synchronic treatment, 
at least with regard to thC Tagalog of Manila. Mqro0n behaves very much like may and 
Mr/i.-u i;ll the fo":o~ e:xaQlples: 

(5) Mayro0n ttiYong btgrjs. 'We haw rlC,e: 
(6) Mayrodng bixh sa tindQhan. 'There is riCe at the store.' 

The distinctiOn between possessive and eJdstential meanin~ has been ·maintained 
up to the present. Thus, we find in Bowen's Beglnnmg Tagalog (1965: 138,164), 'Pos
session of an indefinite or non-specific thing is expressed by a predicate with may or 
mayro0n; the negative of may and mayro0n is wakl '. A few chapters later 'may and 
mayr00n may also be equivalent to the English existential expressions, there's/there 
are: Furthermore, 'EXistential sentences in Tagalog have no topic'. 

In Schachter and Otanes' Tllf<(dog Reference Grammar (1972), the most com
prehensive treatment of Tagalog grammar to date, we find two innovations. First, marami 
'many, much' is included in the class of existentials: 'The label POSSESSIVE may 
PHRASE is used as a cover term for possessive phrases introduced by any one of the 
following: may, mayroon, manimi. waJO" . The following' are examples with manlmi: 

(7) Mar8mi tayong bigas. 'We have lots of rice. 
(8) Manlming bigas sa tind8han. ·'There is lots of rice at the store.' 

Observe the difference between mtnrim; and other quantifiers: 

(9) Kauntt (lang) arig bigas natin. 'We have (only) a little rice.' (lit, Our rice is 
only a little.) 

(10) Apat ang an8k nil&. 'They have four children;' (lit. Their children are four.) 
(11) Manlmi sililng anluc. 'They have many children.' 

It is also possible to say: 
(12) Ma:rimi ang big8s riatin. 'We have lots of rice.' (lit. Our rice is much.) 
(13) Mar8mi ang ~8k nil~. 'They have many children.' (lit. Their children are 

many.) 
but not: 

(14) *Kauntl (lang) tayong big8s. 
and while: 

, r I I . 

(1 S) Apat silang anak. 'They are four children.' 

is grammatical, it means 'they are four children ' and not 'they have four children'. 
Schachter and Otanes found that, in addition to the possessive and eXistential 

meanin~, there is also en 'indefinite' meaning: 'If the verb in an indefinite may phrase 
predicate is an actor-focus verb, the sentence has no topic. sentences in which may or 
mayro0n is. followed by an actor-focus verb are often equivalent to English sentences with 
an mdefinite pronoun as subject.' 'If the ver:b in an indefinite-may-phrase predicate is a 
goal-f0cus ver:b, the sentence has a topic which represents the performer of the action of 
the wrb (Note that the performer of the action is not expressed by a ng-phrase actor 
complement as it is in other constructions that involve goal-focus verbs).' The following 
are examples of the 'indefinite' meanin~; 

2 

(16) Ma:y.tunlliwag sa iyo. 'Someone called you.' 
(17) Mayro0og tumilwag S!l iyo. 'Someone called you.' 
(18) Wal3ng twrulwag sa iyo. 'No one called you.' 
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(19) 
{20) 
{21) 
{22) 
(23) 

Maramm~ tumawag sa iyo. ' Many called you.' 
May nilita ako. 'I saw something.' 
Mayroon akong nilita. 'I saw something.' 
wata akong nakita. 'I didn't see anything.' 

• c . 
Mar8mi akong nakita. 'I saw many things.' 

The question I wish to raise is whether it is proper to treat these various types of 
sentences as having three distinct meanings, and thus to be classified as three distinct 
types of 'may-phrase', or should tbty rather be treated at dff'fmmt manifestations of the 
same construction, expressing what is essentially a single meaning? I will argue for the 
latter treatment; but before I do, it is necessary to dispose of a couple of other matters, 
namely {l) differences between the distribution of may and that of the other existen
tials, and (2) additional idiomatic meanings of each of trio emtentials. These matteis do 
not be¥'~~ upon our ~ question. but mav ~.tl.e is.toe if ibeV-*;ilOt 
clearly .uaderstood. 

2.0.THE DISTRIBUTION OF MAY 

May differs from other existentials in that it is 'preclitic and always immediately 
precedes the word l or the phrasal particle mga + the word) that represents the thing 
possessed'. Bowen's {1965:138) statement refers to 'possessive' phrases, but the provi
sion applies equally to 'existential' and 'indefinite' phrases. Thus, if we define that word 
or phrase which describes the thing, person, etc., whose existence, non-existence, possses· 
sion, or indefiniteness is being asserted as the existential complement, then may must 
always immediately precede its complement, regardless of which of the three meanings 
is being expressed. This means, among other things, that enclitic particles are placed 
after the first main word in the complement, and not between may and the complement. 
Other existentials can be followed by enclitics. In: 

{24) May bigas na tayo. 'We have rice now {already).' 

the enclitics na 'already' and tttyo 'we {inclusive)' are placed after bigas and not after 
may. In: 

{25) Wala na tayong bigas. 'We have no more rice.' 

these enclitics are placed after the existential wali See also examples {20)-(23). 
An additional difference is that 'Mayroon and walQ always require the linker 

/-ng/ (except after daw) before the word that represents the thing possessed'. Again we 
can broaden Bowen's {1965: 139) statement: the complements of mayroon, walii, and 
marbni, regardless of the meaning expressed, are in most cases2 immediately preceded 
by the linker -ng. Note that although the linker is dominated by the existential, its posi
tion is immediately before the complement and thus after any intervening enclitics. With 
may, there is no linker. See (24) and (25). 

The distribution of may vis-a-vis mayroon has caused some difficulty. Bowen found 
that 'Mayroon may be used instead of may only if the sentence contains an enclitic 
particle and/or an ang-pronoun'. This rule would allow sentences like (1) and (5), but 
would only allow: 

(26) May bigas si Luisa. 'Luisa has rice'. 

and not: 

(27) Mayro6ng bigas si Luisa. 'Luisa has rice'. 

However, (27) is fully grammatical. Bowen further observes that mayroon but not may 

3 
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can be used in short answers. For example: 

(28) May bigas ka ba? 'Do you have rice?' 
(29) (Oo,) mayroon. 'Yes (I have some).' 
(30) Wala. 'No (I haven't any).' 
(31) (Oo,) marfilni. 'Y.es, lots.' 

The answer could not be: 

(32) *(Oo,) may. 

Actually, this restriction can be made more general: may can never occur without its 
complement. Thus: 

(33) Mayro6n si Luisa. 'Luisa has some.' 
(34) *May si Luisa. 
(35) Si Luisa ang mayroon. 'Luisa is the one who has some.' 
(36) *Si Luisa ang may. 

Schachter and Otanes cite an additional environment in which mayroon but not 
may can occur: 'When, however, the object possessed is expressed by a deictic pronoun, 
only mayroon is used, and it is followed by the ng form of the deictic.For example: 

(37) Mayroon nito si Luisa. 'Luisa has some of this.' 
(38) *May nito si Luisa. 

In other environments Schachter and Otanes found the two forms to be in free 
alternation with the qualification that 'In sentences that do not include enclitic particles 
or pronouns, may is more common than mayroon•. Notice the difference from Bowen's 
prohibition. 'In sentences that include one or more enclitics, may and mayroon are 
equally common'. 

In conducting a survey of written Tagalog in the preparation of A Provisional 
Classification of Tagalog Verbs, (McFarland, 1976) I found that may is more than ten 
times as frequent as mayro6n. Together with my observations of spoken Tagalog, it is 
my judgment that mayroon generally occurs only (1) where may cannot occur, or (2) 
to place greater emphasis on the statement. 

3.0.IDIOMATIC MEANINGS 

Each of the existentials occurs in contexts in which the other existentials do not. 
This creates no problems; placing words in the same class does not require that they 
substitute for one another in every environment. To impose such a restriction' would 
result in a very large number of very small classes-including many one-member classes
and a tremendous loss of generalization. All that we require is that a particular classi
fication, or generalization, ·applies to a significant portion of the occurrences of the 
members of the given class. Occurrences not so covered are treated as exceptional or 
idiomatic. Such exceptional behavior is especially to be expected in small classes, such 
as conjunctions, modals, adverbial particles, etc.-and existentials. The following dis-
cussion summarizes most of this exceptional behavior of the existentials. · 

Martilni is also an adjective and has various intensified forms typical of adjectives, 
such as: 
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maraming-mar&mi 'very many, much' 
napakarami 'so many' 
pinakamarami 'most 
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As seen in (12) and (13) an existential sentence with marami can also be stated as 
a basic sentence with an adjective (martimi) as the predicate. 3 

Like other adjectives, marami combines with nouns and other predicates to form 
composite predicate phrases and compositt ·eference expressions: (McFarland 1976: 5) 

(39) Maraming babae ang tumav.ag sa iyo. 'Many women called you.' (= Mara
ming babamg tumawag sa iy6.) 

( 40) Nakita ko ang maraming anik ni Aling Luisa. 'I saw Aling Luisa's many 
children.' 

Walfi occurs as the negative of M-, as in mfsa, naritO, etc.: (Blake 1925:130) 

(41) Ni[sa bahay ang libro mo. 'Your book is at the house.' 
( 42) Wala sa bahay ang libro mo. 'Your book is not at the house. 
( 43) Nasa akin ang libro mo. 'I have your book.' (lit. Your book is at/with me. ) 
(44) Wala sa akin ang libr6 mo. 'I don't have your book.' 
(45) Nanto ang libr6 mo. 'Your book is here.' 
(46) Wal~ rlto ang libro mo. 'Your book isn't here.' 

May has the widest distribution and semantic range. Some examples of this distri-
bution are sa may 'beside, near'. 

(47) Umupo siya sa may bintana. 'She sat beside the window.' 

May ka{adjective)-an 'a little bit (adjective)': 

( 48) Mataba siya. 'He is fat.' 
(49) May katabaan siya. 'He's a little bit fat.' 

May also appears in some constructions as a marker of actor focus. For example: 

( 50) Gusto ka niya. 'He likes you.' 
(51) May gust6 siya sa iyo. 'He likes you.' 
(52) siho ang nagsabi niyan? 'Who said that?' 
(53) Sino ang may sabi niyan? 'Who said that?' 
May occurs as a prefix in a number of nouns, such as: 

may-arl 'owner' (lit. have-possession) 
maybahay 'housewife' (lit. have-house) 
may kapangyarlhan 'authorities' (lit. have-authority) 

Mayro6n (na) and waki (pa) also occur idiomatically with numerals, such as time 
and age: 

(54) May alas siyete na ba? 'Is it seven o'clock.yet?' 
(55) Oo, mayroon na. 'Yes, it is.' 
(56) WaHl pa. 'Not yet.' 
(57) May beynti-kuwatro na siya. 'He is twenty-four already.' 
(58) Wala pa siyang trenta (anyos). 'He is not yet thirty.' 

These diverse environments and meanings give the existentials an appearance of 
great irregularity. However, with regard to the main environment, that with a purely 
existential meaning, this class of words is quite regular and straightforward. 

4.0,HOW MANY MEANINGS? 

Having disposed of these matters, we are prepared to return to the central question: 
do the existentials (aside from the environments discussed in the preceding section) 
express single, extended meanings or three distinct meanings: possessive, existential, 
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indefinite? We can try to answer this question in four ways: on the basis of (1) intuition, 
(2) translation, (3) structure, and (4) innovations. 

4.1 INTUITION. 

Many modern linguists have great faith in intuition, especially when it comes to 
semantic problems. So let's see. My own intuition tells me that the three meanings are 
distinct, but then my intuition speaks English, and in English the three meanings are 
expressed with very different constructions: 

(59) There is rice. (existential) 
(60) We have rice. (possessive) 
(61) Someone called you. (indefinite) 

So let's ask a native speaker of Tagalog, Surprisingly, it turns out that this question is 
not so easy to ask, or answer. On the average, the native speaker looks at you with a 
puzzled expression, and replies rather hesitantly, 'Yes, I think the meaning is the same 
in all three.' Even when you find a Tagalog who claims $ere is a difference, you can't 
be sure about his reply. Nor can you be sure of those who say there is no difference. 
After all, a person may say that there is or is not a difference, but speak the language 
.as though the reverse is true. Well, intuition is like religion; either you believe in it or you 
don't. And if we disagree, we have no way to settle the issue. I don't believe in intuition 
as a ·primary source of semantic information. 

4.2 TRANSLATION 

A more concrete procedure is to fmd out what happens when we translate the 
relevant sentences into other languages. If we fail to find other (unrelated) languages 
with the same association of meanings, we may be inclined to feel that the expression 
of these meanings by a single set of forms in Tagalog is accidental-that there is no 
natural connection between the meanings. At least with regard to possession and exis
tence, this is not the case. It is true that these meanings are clearly distinguished in 
English (see (59) and (60)) and other Western languages such as German: 

(62) Es gibt Reis. 'There is rice.' (lit. It gives rice.) 
(63) Wir haben Reis. 'We have rice.' 
(64) Es gibt keinen Reis. 'There is no rice.' (lit. It gives no rice.) 
(65) Wir haben keinen Reis. 'We have no rice.' 

However, in a number of unrelated languages, possession and existence are expressed 
by a single set of terms. This is true of other Philippine languages, and other Austrone
sian languages, such as Malay: 

(66) Ada beras. 'There is riCe.' 
(67) Kita ada beras. 'We have rice.' 
(68) Tidak ada beras~ 'There is no rice.' 
(69) Kita tidak ada beras. 'We have no rice.' 

In Chinese (Mandarin): 

(70) Y~u nrl. 'The~ is rice.' 
(71) W5'men y~u rni. · "We have rice.' 
(72) Mei yC:u nti'. "'There is no rice.' 

v ,.ul..Jnuha ., (73) Women met you rm. · ne ve no nee. 
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In Japanese: 

(74) Kome ga arimasu. 'There is rice.' 
(75} Watashitachi wa kome ga arimasu. 'We have rice.' 
(76} Kome wa arimasen. 'There is no rice.' 
(77) Watashitachi wa kome wa arimast 'We have no rice.' 

Even in some lndo-European languages, ,ch L Russian: 

(78) 'There is rice.' - Yest ris. 
(79) 'We have rice.' --:- U nas yest ris. 
(80) 'There is no rice.' - Nyet ris. 
(81) 'We have no rice.' - U nas nyet ris. 
From these examples it would appear that perhaps there is a natural or universal 

semantic connection between possession and existence, and the Philippine languages 
are simply following this universal tendency. 

With regard to indefiniteness, I know of no non-Austronesian languages which con
nect this with possession or existence (but I don't know that many languages). Most 
languages have some kind of indefinite pronoun; these are for the most part lacking 
in Philippine languages. 

Nonetheless, I trust that most readers will be more impressed, as I am, with the 
agreement of a number of unrelated languages with regard to possession and existence, 
than with the absence of such agreement with regard to indefiniteness. After all, we do 
not expect words in unrelated languages to cover the same range of meanings-unless . 
there is a natural connection between the meanings in question, e.g., between possession 
and existence. 

4.3. STRUCTURE. 

Except for the differences (pertaining to may) noted earlier, Tagalog existential 
sentences all have the same structure, regardless of the type of meaning expressed. That 
is, they can all be treated as being derived from the same transformation. 

The constituents of an existe'otial sentence are (1) the existential, (2) the comple
ment, and optionally (3} a subject.4 An existential complement is very similar in struc
ture to a relativized predicate phrase, (Schachter and Otanes 1972:157 ff) which is in 
turn very similar to a basic sentence predicate phrase. IIi some cases these three struc
tures are identical, namely, if the predicate phrase does not contaiit an actor comple 
mentor an objecl complement. 5 For example: 

(8:2) Guro siya sa Central School. ·•she is a teacher at the Central School.' 
(83) Maykan siya. 'She is rich.' 
(84) Nagtatrababo siya sa baoko. 'She is working at the bank.' 
(85) Tumwong siya kay Aling Luisa. 'She helped Aling Luisa.' 

Any basic sentence predicate phrase (which has a subject) can be relativized to 
form an ang-phrase (common reference expression) or a no-phrase. In most cases, the 
relativization transformation can be applied only to the subject. 6 The transformation 
consists of deletion of the subject and the placement of ang (ng or sa) or na before what 
remains (the predicate phrase)~ Thus 

Relativization: 
PredPhr Subj ..... ang/na PredPhr 
Gura siy; sa Central School - angina guro sa ~entral School 

One occurrence of the ang-phrase (CRE) is in identificational questions, question: 
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which request the identity (or nature) of one of the variables to which a particular pre
dicate applies. In Tagalog most identificational questions include one of the interrogatives 
sino 'who', an6 'what' , or altn 'which'. In most cases, these interrogatives apply only 
to the subject. The transformation is something like this: 

Identification-Interrogation: 
PredPhr Subj - Interrogative ang PredPhr 
' ' , ' alhl Gura siya sa Central.School ... Sino ang guro sa Centr Sc oo 

For example: 
(86) Sfuo ang guro sa Central School? 'Who is the teacher at the Central School?' 
(87) sfuo ang mayaman? 'Who is the rich one?' 
(88) sfuo ang nagtatrab3ho sa banko? 'Who is working at the bank?' 
(89) Sfuo ang tumUlong kay Aling Luisa? 'Who helped Aling Luisa?' 

Other environments for the ang-phrase (CRE) are in co-referential sentences (Mc· 
Farland 1976: 1) and as the subject of a basic sentence: 

(90) Si Perla ang guro' sa Central School. 'Perla is the teacher at the Central 
School.' 

(91) Si Perla ang mayaman. ·•Perla is the rich one.' 
(92) Si Perla ang nagtatrab3ho sa banko. 'Perla is the one working at the bank. ' 
(93) Si Perla ang tumulong kay Aling Luisa. 'Perla is the one who helped Aling 

Luisa.' 
(94) Babae ang gurd sa Central School. 'The teacher at the Central School is a 

woman.' 
(95) Babae ang mayaman. "The rich one is a woman.' 
(96) Bahae ang nagtatrab3ho sa banko. ' The one working at the bank is a woman . ' 
(97) Babae ang tumwong kay Aling Luisa. 'The one who helped Aling Luisa was 

a woman.'" 

Na-phrases occur if something else precedes the relativized predicate phrase within 
a composite reference expression. For example a deictic pronoun, such as iyon 'that': 

(98) Sfuo iyong (iyon + na)7 guro &a Central School? ·'Who is that teacher at the 
Central School?' 

(99) Sfuo iyong mayaman? 'Who is that rich one?' 
(100) sfuo iyong nagtatrab3.ho sa banko? ' Who is that one working at the bank?" 
(101) sfuo iyong tumUiong kay Aling Luisa? 'Who is that one who helped Aling 

_!:.,uisa?' 

Or another predicate, such as babtfe 'woman' : 
(102) sfuo ang babamg (babae + na) guro' sa Central School? 'Who is the female 

teacher at the Central School?' 
(103) sfuo ang babamg mayaman? 'Who is the rich woman?' 
(104) sfuo ang babamg nagtatrab3.ho sa banko? 'Who is the woman working at 

the bank?' 
(105) sfuo ang babamg tumulong kay Aling Luisa? 'Who is the woman who helped 

Aling LuisaT" 
For this type of predicate phrase (no actor ..-:omplement or object complement), 

the existential complement is identical in structure to the relativized predicate phrase 
(and to the basic sentence predicate phrase). 

Existentialization: 
PredPhr Subj ... Existential ( -ng) PredPhr 
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Guro siya sa Central School ..... May gur6 sa Central School 
For example: 

(106) May guro' sa Central School. 'There is a teacher at the Central School.' 
(107) May mayaman. · 'There are rich ones; some are rich.' 
(108) May nagtatrab3ho sa banko. ·'Someone is working at the bank ... 
(109) May tumli.Iong kay Aling Luisa. 'Someone helped Aling Luisa.' 
(110) Wala'ng guro' sa Central School. •·There is no teacher at the Central School.' 
(111) Walang mayaman. "There are no rich ones; none are rich.' 
(112) Walang nagtatrab3ho sa banko. ' No one is working at the bank. ' 
(113) Walang tumwong kay Aling Luisa. 'No one helped Aling Luisa.' 
(114) Marammg guro' sa Central School. 'There are many teachers at the Central 

School.' 
(115) Maraming mayaman. 'There are many rich ones.' 
(116) Marfuning nagtatrabiiho sa banko. 'Many are working at the bank.' 
(117) Marclming tumUiong kay Aling Luisa. 'Many helped Aling Luisa.' 

Existential complements can also be composite (compare composite CRE): 

(118) May babamg guro' sa Central School. 'There is/are female teachers at the 
Central School.' 

(119) Mayroong babamg mayaman. ''There are rich women.' 
(120) Walang babaing nagtiltrabiiho sa banko. 'No women are working at the 

bank.' 
(121) Marammg babamg tumUlong kay Aling Luisa. 'Many women helped Aling 

Luisa.' 

A predicate phrase which contains an object complement with indefinite reference 
(but not an actor complement) can occur as a basic sentence predicate phrase, a relati
vized predicate phrase, or an existential complement~ 

(122) Nakakita siya ng babae . 'She saw a woman.' 
(123) Nagbigay siya ng pera kay Aling Luisa. 'She ga~ some money to Aling 

Luisa.'· 
(124) Sfuo ang nakaldta ng babae? ·'Who saw a woman?' 
(125) Sfuo ang nagbigay ng pera kay Aling Luisa? 'Who gave some money to 

Aling Luisa?' 
(126) May nakakita ng babae. 'Someone saw a woman.' 
(127) Walang nagbigay ng pera kay Aling Luisa. 'No one gave money to Aling 

Luisa.' 

If the predicate phrase contains an object complement with definite reference, 
it can occur as a relativized predicate phrase or an existential complement, but not a 
basic sentence predicate phrase: 8 

(128) Sino ang nakakita kay Perla? 'Who saw Perla?• 
(129) sfuo ang nagbigay nitong pera kay Aling Luisa? 'Who gave this money to 

Aling Luisa?' 
(130) May nakakita kay Perla. 'Someone saw Perla.' 
(131) Walang nagbigay nitong pera kay Aling Luisa. "No one gave this money to, 

Aling Luisa ... 

but not: 

(132) *Nakahlta siya kay Perla. 
(133) *Nagbigay siya nitong pera kay Aling Luisa. 
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A predicate phrase which contains an actor complement with indefinite reference 
C1!ln occur as a basic sentence predicate phrase, a relativized predicate phrase, or an exis
tential complement: 

(134) An3.k siya ng mayaman. 'She is a daughter of rich (parents).' 
(135) Nasagasaan siya ng bus. 'She was run over by a bus.' 
(136) Sino ang an3.k ng mayaman·? 'Who is the daughter of rich (parents)?'. 
(137) sfno ang nlisagasaan ng bus? 'Who was run over by a bus?'. 
(138) May anak ng mayaman. 'Some are children of rich (parents).' · 
(139) Walang nasagasaan ng bus. 'No one was run over by a bus.• 

If the predicate phrase contains an actor complement with definite reference, it 
can occur as a basic sentence predicate, or a relativized predicate phrase, but not as an 
existential complement: 

(140) An3k siya ni Perla. 'She is Perla's daughter.' 
(141) Naici'ta siya ni Perla. 'Perla saw her.' 
(142) Ibinigay ni Perla itong pera kay Aling Luisa. 'Perla gave this money to 

Aling Luisa.' 
(143) Binigyan ni Perla ng pera si Aling Luisa. 'Perla gave some money to Aling 

Luisa.' 
(144) Tinulilngan ni Perla si Aling Luisa. 'Perla helped Aling Luisa.' 
(145) Sfuo ang anak ni Perla? "Who is Perla's child?' 
(146) Sino ang nilita ni Perla? 'Who did Perla see? .. ' 
(147) Ano ang ibinigay ni Perla kay Aling Luisa? ''What did Perla give to Aling 

Luisa?' 
(148) Sino ang binigyan ni Perla ng pera? 'Who· did Perla give money to?' 
(149) Sfuo ang tinulilngan ni Perla? 'Who did Peda help?' 
(150) *May anak ni Perla. 
(151) *May nakita ni Perla. 
(152) *May ibinigay ni Perla kay Aling Luisa. 
(153) *May ibinigyan ni Perla ng pera. 
(154) *May tinuloogan ni Perla. 

The correct existential sentences corresponding to (140)-(144) have complements 
from which the actor complements (with definite reference) are missing, but have sub
jects of the same type as those actor complements. Note: an existential sentence has a 
subject only if the corresponding relativized predicate phrase contains an actor comple
ment with definite reference. 

(155) May anak si Perla. 'Perla has a child.' 
(156) May nilita si Perla. 'Perla saw something.' 
(157) May ibinigay si Perla kay Aling Luisa. ' Perla gave something to Aling Luisa. ' 
(158) May binigyan si Perla ng pera. 'Perla gave somebody money.' 
(159) May tinultingan si Perla. 'Perla helped somebody.' 

Let us pause for a moment to recall that in many respects, nominal predicate 
phrases in Tagalog are not distinguished from other types of predicate phrases, such as 
verbal. For example, the 'possessor' of a. noun and the 'doer' of a non-actor-focus verb 
are expressed by the same terms-name!y, by actor complements: 

(160) An3k ko siya. 'She is my daughter.' , , 
(161) Nakita ko siya. 'I saw her.' 
(162) Anak siya ni Perla. 'She is Perla's daughter.' 
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(163) Nikita siya ni Perla. ·'Perla saw her.' · 
(164) .An8k siya nito. ·'She is this one's daughter.' 
(165) Nakita siya nito. "This one saw her.' 
(166) Anak siy~ ng guro. 'She is the daughter of the teacher.' 
(167) Nakita siy~ ng guro. ·'The teacher saw her.' 

likewise, in the relativization and existentialization transformations, no distinc
tion is made between nominal and other types of predicates, or between possessive, exis
tential, and indefinite meanings. That is, there is no structural justification for distin
guishing different types of existential sentences. 

4.4.INNOVATION. 

At this point, I feel that I have already fired my big guns, and have already made 
my case. ·No further evidence is necessary. And yet more evidenc.e is available, evidence 
which I fµid rather persuasive. Within the Philippine languages, the existentials have 
undergone many formal innovations and replacements (McFarland 1977:2,31) For 
example: 

There is There is not 

Tagalog 
, 

wala mayroon 
Cebuano dilna wala 
Bikol (Naga) 

I 
mayo' igwa 

Sambal (Tina) 
( 

, 
mam humin 

Pangasinan ' I 
wara an¥apo 

N. Kankanaey wada m3.td 

llocano addi 
, 

a wan 
Ibanag (P.) 

I ' egga a wan 
lvatan 

, 
rav3.h. ara 

There is also some disagreement as to how the 'possessor' or 'doer' should be 
expressed. Many Philippine languages, such as Bikol (Naga), agree with Tagalog; the 
'possessor' is expressed by the subject of the existential. 

(168) Aki ko siya. 'She is my daughter.' 
(169) Igwa akong (ako + -ng) akf. 'I have a child.' 
(1 70) · Mayo akong aid. 'I have no children.' 
(191) Nawllng ko siya. 'I saw her.' 
(172) Igwa akong nawllng. 'I saw something.' 
(173) Mayo akong n3hiling. 'I didn't see anything.' 

1n others, such as llocano, the 'possessor' is expressed by an actor complement within 
the existential complement 

(174) An8k ko istfua. 'She is my daughter.' 
(175) Addli anak ko. 'I have a child.' 
(176) Awa'n ti anhlc ko. 'I have no child.' 
(177) Nilkitak (nakita + ko)9 isuna. 'I saw her.' 
(178) Addli naidtak. ''I saw something.' 
(179) Awfu ti nakitak. 'I didn't see anything.' 

One or the other group has innovated. 
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Yet, with all of these innovations, and the multitude of other innovations which 
have made the Philippine languages so different from each other, there has rarely been an 
innovation with regard to two points. (1) I know of no Philippine language which dis
tinguishes the 'possessor' of a noun from the 'doer' of a verb. (2) The same structural 
identity between sentences with 'possessive', 'existential', and 'indefinite' meanings is 
found in many, if not most, Philippine languages. If these meanings had come together, 
by accident as it were, we would expect that over a period of time innovations would 
appear in a number of the daughter languages to separate the meanings again. The ab
sence of such innovations would seem to indicate that the association among these va
rious meanings has been, historically, and still is very strong in the minds of Filipinos. 

5.0. CONCLUSION. 

I have shown that a number of unrelated languages express 'possession' and 'exis
tence' with a single set of terms, which seems to indicate a natural association between 
these two meanings. I have further shown that Tagalog makes no syntactic distinction 
among sentences expressing 'possession', 'existence', and 'indefiniteness', and that many 
other Philippine languages agree with Tagalog on this point. It should again be empha
sized that we are dealing with a question of unity vs. homonymy with regard not to a 
single phonological form, but to four distinct forms: may, mayroon, waki, and martlmi. 
These four forms diverge syntactically and semantically, but with regard to the three 
meanings in question their behavior is uniform. 

Against these arguments, my English-speaking intuition is left alone to argue 
for distinguishing three meanings, and three types of existential construction. Under 
the circumstances I will overrule my intuition in favor of more solid syntactic evidence. 

I conclude that there is but one type of existential construction with but one 
general meaning. Perhaps this means that we will treat the meaning of: 

(180) May an3.k ako. 'I have a child.' 
as something like 'there is something/somebody such that it/he is my child.' Compare, 
for example, the meaning of have in 

(181) We have a new boss. 
Does have mean 'to possess'? Likewise, we may treat 

(182) May nakfta ako. 'I saw something.' 
as meaning something like 'there is something such that I saw it.' 

On the other hand, this common meaning is not 'to exist' as this is understood in 
Western philosophy. In Philippine languages, it is very difficult to express something 
like 'God exists.' About the closest we can come is: 

(183) Nasa langit ang Diyos. 'God is in Heaven.' 
(184) NabubUhay ang Diy0s. fGod is alive.' 

Similarly, Descartes' 'I think, therefore I exist,' would be: 
(185) May tsip ako, kaya nant6 ako. 'I think, therefore I am here.' 

A concept somewhat a closer· to Western existence vs. non-existence is found in senten
ces like: 

(186) Talaga bang may mult~? 'Are there really (such things as) ghosts?' 
Thus we may conclude that the meaning is not 'possession' or 'indefiniteness' or 

'existence', but some meaning that is an average or combination of all three. Whatever 
we decide, it is a single meaning and not three distinct meanings. There is one existential 
construction, not three. 
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NOTES 

1 The transcriptions used in this paper follow the standard Pilipino orthography, with the 
addition of accents to indicate vowel length and glottal stop. This accentual IY.stem is similar to the 
one currently in use at the Institute of National Language. The essential points are as follows: 

(C)VCV (c;) = /(C)V:CV (C)/ (e.g. pfui = /pe:ra/) 
(C)VC{_c)V(C) =I (C)VC(C)V(C)/ (e.g. kaml = /kami/) 
(C)VCV =I (C)V:CV?/ (e.g. bata = /ba:ta?/) 
(C)YC(C)V =I (C)VC(C)V?/ (e.g. pint$= /pinto?/) 

Any word beginning (orthographically) with a vowel begins phonetically with a glottal stop; e.g. 
akin = /?a: kin/. An orthographic sequence of vowels is separated by a glottal stop; e.g. babQe = /baba: 
?e/. A glottal stop following a consonant is indicated by a hyphen; e.g. mag-abOt = /mag?abOt/. 

2In other environments, the linker has two forms: -ng - after vowels, -n, and glottal stop, na 
elsewhere (see fn. 27). With existentials only the ·ng altemant occurs. If na would be called for, the 
linker is omitted: 

wai; raw (no linker) bigli si Luisa. 'It is said that Luisa has no rice.' 
3The terminology used in this paper is that developed in A Provinsional Classification and 

' Definite Objects and Subject Selection in Philippine Languages ', Studies in Philippine Linguistics, 
Vol 2, No. 1 (1978). pp. 139-182. It is also similar to the terminology used by Schachter and Otanes. 
For basic sentence, see A Provisional Classification, p .. 1; Schachter and Otanes, p. 59. For predicate, 
see 'Definite Objects' , p. 165. 

4 My subject = Schachter and Otanes' topic. A Provisional Classijkatio'n, p. 1, Schachter and 
Otanes, p. 60. See also 'Definite Objects' , fn. 3, p. 179. 

5 Actor complement: A Provisional Classification, p. 6; Schachter and Otanes,;pp. 74-75. Object 
complement: A Provisional Classification, pp. 6-7; Schachter and Otanes. pp. 75-76. 

6 Schachter and Otanes, op. cit. , p. 96. For convenience of presentation, relativization and 
existentialization are treated as transformations of basic sentences. In 'Definite Objects' I treat basic 
sentences, existential sentences, and relativized constructions as all transfonnationally derived from 
similar deep structures. 

7The linker has the form -ng following words ending in a vowel, glottal stop, or n; otherwise 
it has the form na. Schachter and Otanes, op. cit. , p. 118. 

8 This restriction is the basic theme of my paper, 'Definite Objects and Subject Selection in 
Philippine languages' . See fn. 19. 

9 In Ilocano, following a word ending in a vowel, ko 'my' and mo 'your' become -k and -m, 
respectively. 
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